
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a program scheduler. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for program scheduler

Responsible for supporting scheduling activities of programs which are
moderate to high risk and complexity
Strong understanding of earned value management practices, procedures,
and Government guidelines which includes scheduling fundamentals and
system tool usage, such as SAP / BW and Microsoft products
Works on complex issues where analysis of situations or data requires an in-
depth evaluation of a variety of factors
Generation of strawman IMP/IMS models working independently from
Proposal (RFP_ documents, such as the statement of work (SOW), and
Supplier Data Requirements List (SDRLs)
Work in parallel with the cost analyst of the program to ensure the cost and
schedule are reconciled
Takes lead in developing training material for program specialists and testing
of new tools
Application of company policies, procedures and guidelines to ensure plans
and schedules are in compliance
Scheduler should have knowledge of schedule risk assessment process (SRA)
and be able to complete an SRA
Establishment and maintenance schedule baselines
Development of WBS and related dictionaries, schedules or Resource Loaded
IMS and budgets

Qualifications for program scheduler

Example of Program Scheduler Job Description
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Eight (8) years full time paid professional experience in Scheduling for an
Owner or General Contractor, preferably working on multiple educational
facility or public works projects
Experience preferred in using SQL to retrieve data from various data sets
Knowledge of P6 Integration API a plus
Must have a Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration, Management or
relative discipline
Must have AT LEAST 10 years of progressive professional experience in
program planning, monitoring and scheduling
At minimum, ten years direct relevant experience in program scheduling is
required


